Over half of the world's population was locked down due to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic \[[@CR1]\]. Countries are gradually easing lock-down restrictions, allowing citizens to recover their new "normal life", while authorities prepare for a possible second wave.

In these times of uncertainty, government policies around the world are based on model assumptions rather on real-time evidence, as traditional epidemiological tools face important logistic and feasibility challenges. The importance of asymptomatic carriers in the epidemiology of COVID-19 is driving scientists to consider massive testing in order to promptly detect re-emergence of SARS-CoV-2 outbreaks in communities. For example, a "*Dunkirk spirit*" is called as the only way to perform 10 million PCR tests per day in the United Kingdom, so that every citizen is voluntarily weekly tested \[[@CR2]\]. But if people who test positive know they will be put back into quarantine, the voluntariness may be a pitfall of this ambitious plan.

We believe the key for a complementary valid strategy could be found in a recently study published by Zheng et al. where a median duration of SARS CoV-2 virus in stool of approximately three weeks was observed \[[@CR3]\]. Measuring virus presence in sewage has been sensitive enough to detect virus RNA presence before the first cases were documented through the Dutch health epidemiological surveillance system \[[@CR4]\] and to reveal that the increase in SARS-CoV-2 genome units was followed by the increase in the number of deaths registered at both the regional and national levels in France \[[@CR5]\]. So, a strategy based on continuous monitoring of wastewater may early alert public health officials of future coronavirus outbreaks. Considering that prolonged fecal shedding from past cases could 'mask' the signal from new cases, a thorough approach will remain necessary to avoid false alarms.

Sewage-based epidemiology offers one obvious advantage. Each person sample\'s no longer need to be collected, transported and individually analyzed. Instead, all wastewater treatment plants catchment population´s sample will come to you via sewage collector pipes. Effort on human clinical testing could be then strengthened in identified hot spots. In addition, this method could be useful in developing countries where resources for clinical diagnosis are limited. However, as many cities from the Global South lack proper wastewater treatment, collecting representative population samples may prove difficult. Besides, pressure to use the scarce available resources for clinical testing may be high.

We hypothesize whether this approach might also be explored at a more localized context, especially on nursing homes, which have been proven a blind spot in many countries \[[@CR6]\]. In addition, novel technological platforms such as paper analytical devices could shed light on the cost-efficient detection of the coronavirus nucleic acid sequences \[[@CR7]\].

On the other hand, a recent case report from China has shown infectious SARS-CoV-2 virus in the feces of a severely ill patient, affirming the potential for fecal-oral or fecal-respiratory transmission through aerosolized feces \[[@CR8]\]. If this hypothesis is confirmed, additional measures may be necessary to help mitigate the dissemination of the disease. Besides, a careful risk-management assessment for both the water and health workers would be necessary. However, some authors believe that, still, a more comprehensive and nuanced analysis is needed to test this hypothesis, taking into consideration both environmental dynamics and the persistence of viral infectivity \[[@CR9]\]. In addition, a cautious approach will be required when informing public opinion on this issue, since suggested COVID-19 risks could drive people away from basic hygienic measures (hand-washing) that are critical in limiting the transmission of this coronavirus.

In short, sewage epidemiology of the SARS-CoV-2 virus will reveal trends of the pandemic outbreak providing health authorities with complementary, cheap and fast risk-management solutions.
